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Hi Everyone,
We still have no news when we will be able to re-open and as each week
progresses and more suggestions and rules are made by Government we will
try and keep you up to date with information that affects our group.
Hairdressers will soon be able to re-open with safety precautions about the
number of people in each salon at any one time. We know that many of us are
looking forward to that – few of us are without longer hair than usual, which
has a mind of its own- either curling where it normally wouldn’t, or hanging
lankly!
J

This month we have included in the newsletter a quiz that we would be doing
at our Drop- In Sessions. The answers will be in our July newsletter, along with
another quiz. Until we meet again here is a reminder of our usual venue.
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QUIZ
1.Who had the most UK number one hits during the 1960’s, the Everly Brothers or the
Walker Brothers?
2.What was the title of Matt Munro’s 1964 Eurovision Song Contest entry?
3.The Thelwall Viaduct carries which motorway across the Manchester Ship Canal?
4.Which actress did Alec Baldwin marry in 1993?
A) Kim Basinger B) Michelle Pfeiffer C) Winona Ryder
5.Galileo Galilei Airport is located in which Italian city?
A) Pisa B) Milan C) Verona
6.Which team did David Beckham play for when he married Victoria?
7.What part of the body is a Manx cat missing that other cats have?
8.What is another name for the larynx?
9.Which sign of the Zodiac is normally shown as a lion?
10.’’The dogs’’ involves races of which breed?
11.What was Bram Stoker’s most famous monstrous creation?
12.Which African President’s autobiography was called ‘’Long Walk to Freedom’’?
13.Great oak trees grow from what, according to the proverb?
14.Which colony ceased to be British in June 1997?
15.Scrumpy is a rough form of what?
16.Prince Charles is Duke of which English county?
17.In which radio series is there a pub called The Bull?
18.How many red cards are there in a standard deck of cards?
19.Which Martin gave his ‘’I have a dream’’ speech?
20.The song ‘’Bright Eyes’’ was about what type of animal?
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BIRTHDAY GREETINGS FOR JULY 2020
Sandra Grundy Sandra Luckman Graeme Longworth Marjorie Walton
Gwen Hyams Phyllis Livesey Derek Hinsley Francis Crompton
Lynn Bridge Roy Fowler Jimmy Taylor BC Patel Kathleen Kelly

Survey for Stroke Association Group Members
The University of Exeter are working with the Stroke Association to find
out how stroke group members and leaders are coping during the Covid-19
pandemic and what more could be done to support you now and in the
future.
If you would be happy to fill out this new online survey, that would be a great
help. You do not have to; it is completely up to you.
It is for anyone in a stroke group who has had a stroke, both members and
volunteers.
If you are interested please email Linda Fell at linda.jigsaw19@outlook.com
And she will send you the link.
FOREVER MANCHESTER
Forever Manchester has always believed that connected communities make
stronger, happier communities and love any activity that brings people
together. That’s why every summer and Christmas for the last few years, they
have given out awards so that people can host Get Togethers in their
communities.
This year, this isn’t possible, at least not in the way that may have been
anticipated, but community is needed more than ever. With the support of their
partners CDL (Cheshire Data Systems Ltd), they are giving 50 community groups
the money to purchase an annual Zoom license.
We have been successful in applying for this funding and will in the next few
weeks be able to purchase a Zoom license. This will give an opportunity for
those with online technology to meet online in the future. We will let you know
once we are up and running how this may work for the group.
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HUMOUR SECTION

Always remember this: You do not stop laughing because you grow old.
You grow old when you stop laughing.
‘’I read your new book,’’ the
snobbish critic said to the
author. ‘’Who wrote it for
you?’’
The author replied ‘’ Who
read it for you?’’

I went out for a walk
yesterday, saying that I was
just going to the end of the
street and coming straight
back. My wife asked me
why I didn't go to the main
road and do a complete
circuit of the block, if I
wanted some exercise. I
responded that I wanted to
avoid the corner-virus.

After a terrible accident at the
factory, where Fred fell into
the upholstery machine, he is
now fully recovered.
I would never have believed
12 weeks of uncut hair would
weigh over a stone. But if
that’s what the scales say it
must be right.

A bloke who was run over by the
mobile library began to groan and
moan.
The librarian jumped out of the
vehicle, bent down and said,
‘’ SSShhhhh!’’

The Seven Dwarves have
been told they can meet in
groups of six. One of them
isn’t Happy.

I was at a job interview today
NOTICE OUTSIDE OF A LOCAL PUB
when the manager handed me
WARNING
a laptop and said’’ I want you
Bars need your help. We can only
to sell this to me ‘’. So, I put it
open at 1/3 of our capacity!
under my arm and went home.
Those who cannot drink for 3 are
Eventually he called me and
kindly asked to leave their place for
said ‘’ Bring my laptop back
the professionals.
now’’. I said ‘’£200 and it’s
yours’’.
EDITORS: Gwyneth Johnson and Linda Fell
If you wish to contact Gwyneth on any of the topics in the Newsletter then please
call Gwyneth on 07592 904021
If you prefer to receive your newsletter by email please contact
linda.jigsaw19@outlook.com
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